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Geotourism’s burgeoning literature has tended to focus on descriptions and case studies of modern
interpretative and promotional provision in protected areas and geoparks. The significant historical
antecedents of modern geotourism in Britain and Europe are comparatively neglected in the literature.
Whilst these antecedents can be traced back to the elite 17th century travellers who ventured into wild
landscapes and visited caves and mines, early modern geotourism, with many of the features of its
present-day provision, can be recognised if not so named from the opening of the 19th century. This latter
period more than coincided with the emergence of modern scientific geology and the beginnings of
excursion tourism; the organised publication of regional geology guide-books and geology field
excursions followed from the first quarter of the nineteenth century. The conference’s timeframe opens
with the early reportage of elite travellers and the publication of the first travellers’ guide-books and
closes at the cusp of modern landscape and geoconservation measures, such as national parks, areas of
outstanding natural beauty, national nature reserves, and the emergence of environmental interpretation
and modern countryside leisure as forerunners to modern geopark provision.

Summary Conference Information
The conference is split between: a
Paper Reading Day (22nd October) with 2 Keynote
speakers, 12 paper presentations, and a poster session.
Registration (including Abstracts Volume, refreshments and
wine reception); costs from £45-£65
Field-Excursion (23rd October) to the Isle of Thanet
(including rail fare, guide, snack luncheon, and afternoon
tea); cost is £45
For further information about the conference please
contact:
Conference Office, The Geological Society, Burlington House,
Piccadilly, London, W1J 0BG
T: 020 7434 9944 F: 020 7494 0579
E: naomi.newbold@geolsoc.org.uk
W: www.geolsoc.org.uk/geotourism12
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Tom Hose, University of Bristol, UK
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